Founded in 2012, GIEOM is the world leader in Enterprise
Productivity software products. GIEOM creates software that
enables process-driven organizations to increase their operational
efficiency, accelerate digital change management, and optimize
compliance adherence. We achieve this by producing tools that
enable our customers to reduce the risks, inefficiencies, and
delays associated with human-driven processes.
GIEOM is an ISO 9001:2015 certified company and enjoys the
confidence of over 50 Financial Institutions in more than
40 countries.

GIEOM PRODUCTS

Manage change
and train employees better





Document all the information
your employees need in one place:
pin forms and other essential
documents to process maps.
The Ops Analyzer enables
businesses to identify how
changes in one business element
will impact other business
elements.



Self-directed learning



Missed the memo?
Context-sensitive notifications
inform employees of relevant
changes directly on the
transaction screen.

 Simple and easy to integrate
with any IT system.

Allows businesses to convert
external regulatory & policy documents
into valuable internal policies that enable
employees rather than confusing them



Experience a significant
reduction in regulatory
non-compliance.

 Quickly communicate changes
in policy to the affected
departments and personnel.



Analyze your business to
ensure every regulatory change
is reflected in your system.

 Automatic text conversion and
search tool features

An AI powered application that allows
banks to build an effective & inclusive
operational risk management system



Simple interface that can be
used by various teams involved



Automate tasks like
classification and reporting



Single view dashboard to make
better business decision faster



Provides forward looking risk
visibility with metrics and
indicators.

Uses machine learning and computer
vision to verify digitized customer
identification documents and paper
based application processing forms



AI-powered
document-checking with high
accuracy.



Increase in verification speed
improves turn-around-time.



Switch staff from document
verification to value-added
tasks.



Discourage and detect
fraudulent activity



Programmed to verify a wide
range of KYC documents,
including driver’s license,
passport, and voter ID.

GIEOM PRODUCTS ARE USED
IN VARIOUS BUSINESS SCENARIOS
Technology Transformation
Empowers organizations to seamlessly implement new
IT systems, ensuring that new features can be used effectively
from the moment you go live.
Digital Change Management
Increase Business Efficiency Through Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) Digitization. Single platform for drafting,
reviewing, approving & publishing procedures.
Contextual Learning Management
Increase the Efficiency and Effectiveness of Your Training.
Create sophisticated courses using training videos and
practice sessions and then test and certify users.
Enterprise Policy Management
Convert long, complicated external policies into short, readable
internal policies. By keeping staff informed, businesses ensure
they remain compliant.
Risk & Compliance Management
Reduce Your Operational Errors and Compliance Breaches.
Helps businesses define and measure the controls necessary
to reduce risks.
Automated Document & KYC Validation
Use machine learning and computer vision to digitize
and verify digitized KYC documents and paper based
application processing forms.
SOP Digitalization
GIEOM is an all in one application to digitize your SOPs,
Train/certify your employees, notify the change in
regulations/policies and let’s you analyse the impact of change.
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